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A group of seventh graders at Nipher Middle School have come together with 
the help of Nelson Taylor, the seventh grade counselor, to create a leadership 
program. These students are learning how to lead and facilitate a group of 
students in activities they create.

How and why was this group started? 
    The leadership group was made in the 
summer of 2018. Taylor’s main intention was 
to create a culture of kindness, caring, and 
overall good people. He made this group out 
of seventh graders since they have had 
experience at Nipher. The seventh graders’ 
former sixth grade teachers recommended 
kids that they thought would be good for this 
program. So far, out of this group Taylor has 
seen students going above and beyond with 
their work. 

What are half days like? 
     When Nipher has a half 
day of school, the leaders 
partake in facilitating a group. 
The leaders work during their  
Contact time to come up with 
the content they use. They 
also spend time practicing 
their script. Two to three 
leadership students head to a 
Contact class to facilitate a 
circle.  In the circles, students 
get to talk and freely share 
their thoughts and stories. So 
far the group has gone to 
many seventh grade 
Contacts and is 
experimenting with sixth and 
eighth graders.

Posters in the Nipher halls? 
   Positive posters made by the leadership 
team are flooding the Nipher halls. One reads 
“Step up so others don’t get stepped on.” The 
positive quotes that are used are related to 
the half day circles. For example, one of the 
posters says “Don’t be mean behind the 
screen.” This positive saying is from the cyber 
bullying circle. Leaders incorporated this 
saying in their circles. It was used as a 
centerpiece, and kids were encouraged to 
share what it meant to them. Leaders make 
these posters to spread awareness about the 
topics.
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NIPHER’S 
BELLS

Bell downstairs by Nipher’s art 
room

By Max Welge

Breaking News! 
Secret bell 
system found!

Waiting for the Nipher bells to ring? Tired of it being late? Well, signaling 
the bells to ring is a difficult job according to Dr. Laura Havener. On top 
of being a principal of Nipher, she maintains the bells herself since the 
electrician works at North and only sometimes at Nipher.

   In 1921, Nipher was built 
including the bells. There are 
about twelve bells in the school, 
and each costs $20. The 
replacement is the intercom in 
each of the classrooms. 

This is the new replacement for 
Nipher’s bells.

   There is a bell system 
downstairs that is still 
functional. A teacher  
activated it and heard the 
ring down the hall.  One can 
simply push one of the 
buttons and then listen for 
the ring.

   Nipher uses a laptop to control the 
intercoms. The normal system that the 
office uses is called Class Connection, 
and it doesn’t always work. Class 
Connection is supposed to schedule 
the bells. However, sometimes Dr. 
Havener will need to do it herself, 
since it doesn’t work every time.

“It is kind of like 
a guessing 
game.” 

- LAURA HAVENER, 
NIPHER PRINCIPAL

“Some 
days it 
doesn’t 
ring but 
some 
days it 
does” 

- LISA GENDER, 
NIPHER LIBRARIAN

Brains Vs. 
Brawn 
By Carter Munroe 

   

   Teens need more exercise. 
Exercise directly correlates with 
cognitive functioning. Research 
shows how correctly exercising 
increases teens’ academic 
scores.	

   The teenage brain has some 
different things going on in it. 
Teens who have higher levels of 
physical fitness have shown to 

increase their academic scores. 
A 2009 activelivingresearch.org 
research review concluded that 
“physically active and fit children 
tend to have better academic 
achievement.” 

   Teens aren’t the only people 
who need more fitness. Adults 
need some physical fitness in 
their lives. “Attack of the 
Teenage Brain” by John Medina 
says, “Currently, adult obesity 
rates stand at 36.5 percent of the 
American population…. 
Depressingly, the amount of 
activity kids experience declines 
as they age out of middle 
school.”

   Members of Nipher’s Wellness 
team, Ed Bielik, Tony Grana, and 
Danni Deschryver agree that 
teens and adults need more 
physical activity. The 
recommended amount of daily 
fitness is 60 minutes. They all 
said that a person’s physical 
activity and exercise increase 
cognitive abilities.

Original bell system at Nipher Middle School

This computer is use to control Nipher’s 
intercoms. - Photos by Max Welge

http://activelivingresearch.org
http://activelivingresearch.org
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Nipher and The 
Magic House 
By Skylar Moffat

   Nipher Middle School and 
The Magic House are next door 
neighbors. People might think 
that they are just two buildings 
next to each other, but they 
have a past. 
   It all starts with two buildings 
and a parking lot. Parking is a 
thing many buildings need, and 
Nipher and The Magic House 
don’t have enough of it 
sometimes.  

   Nelson Taylor and Dr. Kelly 
Dickinson, Nipher staff 
members, say that The Magic 
House and Nipher have a good 
relationship with each other, 
maybe a couple of situations 
here and there; but overall, it’s 
fine now. A couple of years ago, 
The Magic House and Nipher 
were having problems with the 
space of their parking lots.  
   The Magic House has events 
that don’t have enough parking 
for the events, so they use 
Nipher parking. The same 
happens with Nipher using The 
Magic House when they have 
events. But when the both 
(cont. on A4) 

School Stealing

By Collin Callaway

   Suspension, restitution, and criminal charges. These are the 
punishments for stealing in school. There have been many cases 
of middle schoolers stealing. From a milk carton to a school bus, 
kids have stolen things throughout the history of schools. Nipher 
is no different. 
   According to a recent locker check, 5% of 8th grade lockers 
were open, 8% of 7th grade lockers were open and 1% was 
broken, and 2% of 6th grade lockers were open. This makes 
stealing from them exceedingly easy. In the Kirkwood School 
District, punishments for stealing under 50 dollars include one to 
five days in-school suspension and restitution (to pay someone 
back) for a first offense. A second offense can result in one to ten 
days out-of-school suspension, restitution and possible contact to 
law enforcement. 
   School Resource Officer Dan McCune says that stealing is “not 
widespread,” although it does happen occasionally. Usually this is 
because kids put stuff atop their lockers rather than inside of 
them. He says it’s a parent’s job to introduce the ideal that 
stealing is immoral and bad, but the school must reinforce it.  
   On Oct. 19, three Norfolk, Va. middle school students stole a 
2008 Hyundai Vera Cruz. The owner realized his car was gone 
and notified police. According to their local newspaper, the police 
got reports of a “car driving erratically” a few blocks away. They 
found the car abandoned after the students sideswiped a van and 
crashed into a trash can. The students were detained by the 
School Resource Officer after they boarded a school bus. 
   But it’s not just kids who steal at school. A 2010 techdirt.com 
story highlighted a situation in which a teacher was caught 
stealing money from gym lockers after students set up a mobile 
phone to catch the thief. The students were in jeopardy of being 
disciplined because “they are not allowed to record video in locker 
rooms because of privacy.” 
    The problem isn’t just in America. In Denmark, the HALT 
program teaches children how to reconcile with their actions. 
Though the US has no such system, they do have Juvenile 
Detention Centers for “juvenile delinquents” after they are 
prosecuted in juvenile court.  

   The best way for students to prevent their items from being 
stolen is to make sure they put stuff inside their lockers rather 
than atop them. Things like phones, jackets, and other valuables 
should be tucked away safely in lockers.


Sources: 
• https://pilotonline.com/news/local/crime/article_e3002838-

d3ad-11e8-8412-4301c412b19d.html

• https://www.techdirt.com/articles/20100504/1750309302.shtml

• https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Youth_detention_center?scrlybrkr=05c82f90

https://pilotonline.com/news/local/crime/article_e3002838-d3ad-11e8-8412-4301c412b19d.html
https://pilotonline.com/news/local/crime/article_e3002838-d3ad-11e8-8412-4301c412b19d.html
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Youth_detention_center?scrlybrkr=05c82f90
https://pilotonline.com/news/local/crime/article_e3002838-d3ad-11e8-8412-4301c412b19d.html
https://pilotonline.com/news/local/crime/article_e3002838-d3ad-11e8-8412-4301c412b19d.html
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Youth_detention_center?scrlybrkr=05c82f90
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Kirkwood Athletes are Hungry for More Feeder Teams	  
By Jane Roy 
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   Basketball has Pioneer Elite, football has 
Kirkwood Junior Football, and soccer has 
Kirkwood United. Where are the other 
Kirkwood feeder teams?                                         
   Kirkwood feeder teams are sports teams 
usually coached by the high school coaches 
that play in local games and tournaments. It 
allows kids to bond with their school friends, 
high school students, and Kirkwood sport team 
coaches. Players are required to try out; 
therefore, not everyone can make the teams. 
This could be a downside of having them.  
   There are some other downsides of having 
feeder teams. According to Tony Grana, 
Kirkwood Weightlifting Team coach, “funding” 
is the big problem. The team would have to 
find coaches, available gym time for practices 
and games and other teams to play. He shared 
that this is why there are no sponsored sports 
teams at Nipher. If there is not a league 
already for the sport, then there is nobody to 
play. At team can actively play only in 
tournaments, but there would not be as much 
playing time.  
   If players cannot find a coach for their team, 

then there is no team. A team can hire a coach 
or ask a parent. However, they would need to 
pay money for a good, experienced coach. 
Would it be a rip-off if the parent coaching isn’t 
experimented enough? 
   According to Nipher seventh grade 
counselor, Nelson Taylor, he thinks that there 
could be a chance to have other feeder sports 
teams. Taylor is a third grade boys Pioneer 
Elite coach. He explains that because some 
sports are getting really big in Kirkwood, like 
volleyball, that there could be a possibility for 
having a volleyball team. The only big problem 
to him would be scheduling. Finding other 
teams to play would be his concern, and 
getting people from place to place would be 
tricky. Because there is not a league for 
volleyball in the area, teams would have to 
travel long distances to get some playing time.  
   For more information on Kirkwood feeder 
teams, contact Bill Gunn for Pioneer Elite 
basketball, Teryn Emas or kwjfl.com for 
Kirkwood Webster Junior Football, and 
kirkwoodunited.com for soccer. 

(cont. from A3) have events going on, there’s not enough parking. During 
concerts, it is packed.  
   When Magic House parents try to come in during after school pick up, it gets 
packed and confusing. People are getting tickets for parking on the sides of streets. 
It is still a work in process to communicate with each other, but it is slowly getting 
better. 

PARKING
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 Why should you work out every other day? 

  “Maximizing your training program is simple—you 
need to schedule recovery into your training,” 
according to stack.com, a sports training, nutrition and 
lifestyle website. “As a general rule, allow a muscle 
group to rest for 48 hours before reworking it. For 
example, if you work your legs on a Monday, don't 
rework them again until Wednesday. 
   “To create an efficient schedule, stick to a split-
routine plan. This commonly involves splitting your 
routines into upper- and lower-body days…. One final 
note: instead of working out every day, you need to 
actually plan days to allow your body to rest, even if 
you aren't reworking the same muscle groups. Plan a 
mid-week rest day, and then one or two days off on the 
weekend to allow your body to fully recover. Ideally, 
you should only work out between three and five days 
per week.”

Fitness: Every Day vs. Every Other Day  
by Lilly Ortmann 

   Teachers and students around Nipher have their own opinions. Ed Bielik, Nipher P.E. teacher, likes class 
everyday because it doesn’t create a gap in students’ exercise, while every other day classes create a gap. 
Danielle Deschryver, Nipher Wellness teacher, said that she likes the 90 minute classes better, but that there 
are some kids who just can’t handle it. Another P.E. teacher, Tony Grana, prefers the 90 minute time; but he 
likes having it everyday. Jennifer Hoell, Health teacher, says, “I like the block schedules because it gives us 
more time to dress out, get a good work out and skill base in, and then have time to change again. I like that 
we have more time because without a block schedule, it all is very rushed. But I also think it’s great when 
kids get exercise every single day.” 

   Cooper King, seventh grader said, “I like it everyday because I have ADHD.” King tells us that some 
students and adults with symptoms like that may need to have time to work out and get their energy out. 
Wheeler Kruger, seventh grade student, stated, “It gives us a break from our classes.” Sixth grade student 
Luke Martinez responded, “I like it everyday so I can run around more, and have more free time just playing.” 
Josie Oppermann and Daniel O’Leary are seventh grade students. Oppermann says she likes it every other 
day because sometimes the weather is cold or hot. She either wants to cuddle up and wear warm clothes or 
doesn’t want to get all sweaty everyday. O’Leary talked about how he likes everyday because this is the 
class where he can get all his energy out.

  

Why should you work 
out everyday? 

  


 Nipher students either have block Physical 
Education (P.E.) classes every other day or 
short daily P.E classes. Opinions differ for 
which is better for students’ health. 

   Dr. Gabe Mirkin researches fitness, health 
and nutrition. His website drmirkin.com states 
health, and physical activities are a key to life. 
Exercising daily encourages a fun, healthy 
lifestyle. Even athletes should exercise 
everyday because they work their muscles 
hard and recover in order to gain strength.

   Athletes should exercise everyday, but what 
about non-athletes? Research says that resting 
muscles removes no sugar from a person’s 
bloodstream, but moving and working muscles 
removes sugar rapidly from the bloodstream 
and can do it without even needing insulin (a 
hormone that lowers the level of glucose). 


How is exercise good for you? 

   Exercise helps every part of the body, 
including the mind. Exercising causes the 
body to make chemicals that can help a 
person to feel good. Working out can help 
some people sleep better, and it can help 
some people who have depression and low 
self-esteem. Plus, exercise can give people a 
sense of accomplishment and courage at 
having achieved a certain goal. 

http://stack.com
http://stack.com
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KIRKWOOD, Mo.—It’s passing time. 
Kids are roaming the halls of Nipher 
Middle School without direct adult 
supervision. This gives students a 
chance to fight and discriminate based 
on race, gender, and sexual orientation.

    Based on a small anonymous survey 
18.2% of students felt that they had 
faced discrimination at Nipher. That’s 
one in five that believe they are actively 
being discriminated against.

    12.1% of students felt that Nipher 
was not diverse. 45.5% said “maybe,” 
and 42.4% said “yes.” This survey had 
thirty-three responses.

    According to niche.com, Nipher 
received a B+ for diversity. However, 
greatschools.org gives Nipher a three 
out of ten for giving all students 
equitable opportunities and closing the 
achievement gap.

    


   Greatschools.org also shows that the 
state average for African-Americans that

are suspended is 18%; however, Nipher 
is 10%. This shows the racial inequality 
in discipline in Missouri schools. Only 
2% of white students are suspended at 
Nipher. This appears to counteract the 
lower average of African-Americans 
being suspended because there are  
less white students suspended.

    Along with race, there is also 
academic performance inequality among 
low income students at Nipher. In 
science, only 11.7% of low income 
students are proficient. The state 
average is 33.8%.

   Greatschools.org noted that 12% of 
Nipher students with disabilities are 
suspended when the state average is 
11%. 

Diversity and Discrimination at Nipher     

   “STOP! Don’t do it before you get under the influence.” That’s what 
adults all say on Red Ribbon Week, but they’re not showing students 
what they shouldn’t take or inject themselves with. 

   In the Student Center and hallways at Nipher Middle School, there are 
signs that say, “Don’t do drugs.” The posters are not showing what 
people shouldn’t take, so they wouldn’t know what to do if someone 
approaches them with drugs. It might look like candy or something 
delicious, but it’s something that you could get addicted to and cause 
death. 

   It seems like Red Ribbon Week would be an awesome time for people 
to learn how to avoid or stop doing drugs, but it’s not like that at all if 
students don’t know to get away from something or call for help. 
According to en.wikipedia.org, “Red Ribbon Week is an alcohol, tobacco, 
and other drug and violence prevention awareness campaign observed 
annually in October in the United States.” (cont. on A7)

WEEK 
FREE OF 
DRUGS?

 By Abe Rappaport

by Jaiden Sloan

http://en.wikipedia.org
http://en.wikipedia.org
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For years people have been told there is a pool under the North Gym at Nipher. But is 
there? Was there? Evidence collected points both ways.  

The swimming records in Nipher’s north hallway suggest 
there isn’t a pool. One of the names on the list is J.Spitz 
who, by the way, has the last name of famous swimmer 
Mark Spitz. Also a name that says J.Thorpe with a time 
of 30.87 in the 50 fly girls has the same last name as Ian 
Thorpe, famous Australian swimmer.  

Seven North teacher Matt Gaglio attended Nipher 
Middle as a kid. He stated that he and some friends 
attempted to find the pool, but never did. There are no 
teachers who have seen the pool even though some of 
the swimming records are in the early 2000s. 75% of 
Nipher students interviewed don’t think there has ever 
been a pool.  

On the other hand, a picture on Wellness teacher Ed 
Bielik’s phone suggests there is a pool under 
construction. Supposedly, the location or the door to get 
there is in the boys’ locker room. When asked to see the 
pool, Bielik claims he doesn’t have the keys. He also stated that swimming meets are still happening 
here at Nipher.  

At this point, no one knows for sure if there was or will be a pool at Nipher Middle School.

This picture posted outside Nipher’s 
North Gym supposedly shows what the 
pool looked like.

Nipher Pool: Fact or Fiction?

(DRUG FREE - cont. from A6)  On houstonpress.com, Jef Rouner wrote about his daughter’s 
elementary school having Red Ribbon Week. When school was over, Rouner picked her up and 
asked if she knew what drugs were. His daughter answered, “A fancy version of smoking.’’ 
Rouner acknowledged, “That’s not entirely inaccurate, but it’s not a terribly helpful definition.’’

   There doesn’t seem to be much reason for doing Red Ribbon Week if students are not 
understanding the meaning of it. Kadyn Hamilton, Nipher seventh grader doesn’t think “the drug 
free sign down in the school’s student center stop kids from doing drugs because nobody really 
see it.” She added that she doesn’t think the chain link fence message is going to make people 
not do drugs, “but it do educate us.’’ Stephanie Smith, Nipher registrar thinks that “most people 
see the drug free sign down in the Student Center because most people enter the school 
through that way.” 

   Drugabuse.gov says, "Among the more than 72,000 drug overdose deaths estimated in 2017, 
the sharpest increase occurred among deaths related to fentanyl and fentanyl analogs (synthetic 
opioids) with nearly 30,000 overdose deaths.’’ Each person that dies to drugs could’ve been the 
next president or in the Senate or something else but chose a different way that led to death. It 
appears that Red Ribbon Week could be a waste of time, thinking, and energy if it is not saving 
lives as it was meant to do.


By Tyler Reynolds

http://houstonpress.com
http://houstonpress.com
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Nipher: The Story 
of a Fallout 

Shelter 
By: Ian Reno 

 

   What if the unthinkable happened and a nuke 
was dropped on Kirkwood? It may seem like that 
won’t happen, but during the Cold War it was a 
real possibility. That’s why fallout shelters were 
built at places like Nipher.    

   Google defines a Cold War as “a state of 
political hostility between countries characterized 
by threats, propaganda, and other measures 
short of open warfare.” The Cold War that 
affected this school and the entire country is the 
Cold War between the US and the Soviet Union 
(current day Russia). It started in 1947 and 
ended on December 26, 1991, the date the 
Soviet Union collapsed. 
   There weren’t any direct wars between the US and the USSR, but there were many proxy wars 
fought between two different countries that were supported by countries with similar beliefs. The 
Soviets supported the communist countries, and the US supported the capitalist countries. Supports 
would be in different amounts for different situations. The Vietnam War (1954-1975) had actual 
ground troops, while the Chinese civil war (1945-1949) consisted of mainly verbal and funding 
support. The thing that scared most people was the nuclear arms race.  
   The nuclear arms race almost became a nuclear war during the Cuban Missile Crisis. In retaliation 
to the US putting nukes in Turkey and Italy, The Soviets set nukes in Cuba, between October 14, 
and 28,1962. During the two week period, the world thought there would be a nuclear war. Luckily, 
the two countries came to an agreement.  
   Because of things like the Cuban Missile Crisis, the US took precautions by building fallout 
shelters. Nipher was actually a fallout shelter. On the front of the building, there is a sign that says 
nuclear fallout shelter. Laura Havener, principal, says that the sign dates back to the Cold War. 
Nipher’s website notes that the school was built in 1921 and opened in 1922. That is actually before 
the Cold War.  
   Even though the Cold War came later, the US could still use the building. A fallout shelter just 
needed to be able to minimize the harm from a nuclear blast by reducing gamma-ray exposure with 
concrete, bricks, earth, or even sand. Concrete was used most frequently with walls 12 inches thick. 
Gamma radiation is reduced by 50% with 0.4 inches of lead, 2.4 inches of concrete, 3.6 inches of 
packed dirt, or 500 feet of air. If a builder doubles the amount of each of these things, the shielding 
will also double. 100% protection comes with 0.8 inches of lead. 

Section A  8 Scoop of the Day

TAP LEFT FOR MORE PICTURES

Sources: learningenglish, Google, dresnerworld.edublogs.org/resources/handouts/cold-war-proxy-wars/, 
Today I found out, u-s-history.com, Ducksters, Wikipedia

http://dresnerworld.edublogs.org/resources/handouts/cold-war-proxy-wars/
http://u-s-history.com
http://dresnerworld.edublogs.org/resources/handouts/cold-war-proxy-wars/
http://u-s-history.com
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Some parents let their kids go to downtown Kirkwood, and some 
think it would be better for their children to come home on 
Fridays or half days. Jenny McPheeters a Nipher parent said 
that she let her son go to downtown Kirkwood and currently lets 
her sixth grade daughter go. But they had to have a 
conversation about the rules and expectations about being a 
good community member. One of the rules that McPheeters 
wants her kids to follow is that when they go into a restaurant, 
everyone needs to make a purchase to the business. “I don't 
want four kids to go into a restaurant and one buys a soda and 
then the rest sit around there,” said McPheeters. Being good 
citizens of our community is a big concern with parents and 
teachers.

KIRKWOOD, Mo. - Going to downtown Kirkwood 
is a fun way for Nipher students to ease into the 
weekend. However, some teachers and parents 
worry about students crossing roads, being around 
strangers, and representing Nipher in a positive 
way.

IS GOING DOWNTOWN 
A SAfetY CONCERN WITH 
TEACHERS AND STUDENTS? 

BY ABBY GREENE

Another worry for 
adults is with the safety of 

students crossing the roads and 
being around strangers.  ”I worry 

about kids crossing the streets, and 
being around other people that 
they don't know,” stated Kelly 

Dickinson, Nipher Assistant 
Principal.   

Brooks Haden, 6 South 
student said that one of 
his parent’s rules is 
“Always bring a cell 
phone with you.” 
Edweek.org shows that 
over 66% of middle 
schoolers have cell 
phones. Cell phones can 
be helpful to parents 
because they can keep 
in touch with their kids, 
and kids can call in case 
of emergency. 

“I’M A GOOD WORRIER.”

-KELLY DICKINSON
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Homework. Is it a waste of students’ 
time?  Students at Nipher may not like 
the idea of homework, but it keeps 
coming for the better or for the worse.

Seventh grader, Josie Oppermann, 
says that she gets the most 

homework from Mr. Wolfe, 7S ELA 
teacher. “He gives out lots of 

homework, lots of weekly 
homework, lots of monthly 

homework, lots of tests. It’s just 
lots of studying and lots of hours 

dedicated to Mr. Wolfe’s 
homework.” Oppermann believes 

that the right amount of homework 
is enough to know what you are 

doing and to understand the 
material. 

Sixth grader Adam Cohen, says he 
gets the right amount of 

homework, and that Mrs. Corley, 
6W Science teacher gives him the 

most homework. He thinks that the 
right amount is about a page. 

Sixth grader, Grayci 
Branam, also said 
that Mrs. Corley gives the most homework. Branam 

states, “It depends. 
Sometimes, we get a 
lot; and sometimes 
we don’t get a lot of 
homework.”

Savannah Walker, sixth 
grader, says, “about a 
page”. She also said that 
Mrs. Corley gives out the 
most homework, and 
she think that she gets 
the right amount of 
homework.
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By Anna Newland

   It’s a Friday afternoon in gym 
class. A student walks into a small 
open room where it smells like 
metal and sweat. It is covered with a 
variety of workout supplies that will 
be used. The room is filled with 
people who either love this place or 
hate it. 

   In the Nipher Weight Room, students 
can lift weights. The weight room is used 
as a part of students’ gym class a couple 
times a week. They challenge themselves 
with workouts made by the gym teacher.

What is the Nipher Weight 
Room?

Teacher Opinions 
   “It adds variety in workouts,” Jennifer Hoell 
stated. Hoell is a Nipher health and physical 
education teacher who believes the weight room 
helps students find out what they like and dislike. 
It adds a different culture than the basic gym 
activities. The weight room helps students get 
stronger in a different environment than they can 
in a regular gym class. 

  Many people have goals in their life, whether 
they are big or small. Danni DeSchryver, Nipher 
physical education teacher, thinks the same thing 
about the weight room. “The weight room is 
mostly for personal goals,” DeSchryver explained. 
“We have one of the best middle school weight 
rooms ever,” stated Ed Bielik, Nipher gym 
teacher. The weight room equipment helps 
students reach their strength and conditioning 
goals. 


   Luke Martinez, a Nipher 6th grade 
student said, “I like the weight room to 
workout and push myself.” On the other 
hand, Josie Oppermann, a seventh grade 
student thinks differently about the weight 
room. “It doesn’t help with anything. It is 
not a stress reliever to me,” Oppermann 
stated. Many Students believe the weight 
room is a waste and doesn’t cause any 
progression in their strength or 
conditioning. They would rather do 
different activities instead of the workouts 
in the weight room. 

Student Opinions

Suggested Classes
   Students and teachers have many different 
opinions on the weight room, but there are 
certain classes that involve the weight room 
more and less. The Weight and Conditioning 
class may be a good option for students mostly 
interested in creating strength with weights in 
the weight room. For those that don’t like this, 
there’s the Lifetime Fitness class. This class 
involves less of the weight room and focuses 
more on fun activities in the gym. Another class 
is also Rec and Team Sports if a student wants 
a little bit of both the gym and the weight room. 


Nipher’s Weight Room includes a 

variety of modern day equipment. 

- Photo by Anna Newland
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A Creative Way to Learn
   As a fifth hour history class begins, the teacher starts rambling 
on about an American war. The students look around the room to 
find posters, art and recent class projects. Do they get distracted 
by these things or do they help them stay focused on what the 
teacher is saying?

   Nipher students and staff have many opinions about the art and 
posters around the school and in classrooms. Some have been 
here since Nipher was a high school. They add character and are 
school memoirs. However, teachers moving into the “new” middle 
school found the classroom walls to be boring. So, teachers such 
as Kerry Schendel, Seven South Social Studies, put up 
decoration. Schendel says she likes to make her room feel like “a 
home away from home.” Schendel explained that having the 
posters is a great way to go back at the end of a semester and 
quiz students on what they have learned. If she can ask them how 
a certain quote relates to what they were talking about in class, 
they can go back and think about what they had learned in the 
past semester. This can help them remember and get more from 
their school experience.

Nipher Teachers 
Share Their 
Opinions...

Ken Wolfe, Seven South ELA 
teacher says the posters can 
be helpful, especially to 
students whose minds 
wander. “If they are looking 
around the room, they are at 
least thinking so it is easier 
to get them back,” Wolfe 
proclaims.

The posters 
and art in classrooms 

provide “a home away 
from home” feeling. 


- Kerry Schendel, 
7S Teacher

Carmon Griffin, eighth 
grade counselor, says she 
has been to schools with 
no art and would much 
rather have the art. “It 

would especially be helpful 
to visual learners, can help 

students express their 
creativity, and can be 

helpful if they relate to the 
subject being taught.”

Nipher Students Speak...

Story & Design by: 
Josie Baker

   According to many students, including Lauren Peters, a seventh 
grade student at Nipher, most classrooms include a variety of art 
and posters. Peters says that she would work with the same speed 
and ethic in a classroom with many posters or one without these 
things. Thaddaeus, eighth grader, and Mattea, sixth grader say that 
the posters and art in classrooms help them learn better. Mattea 
says she would prefer to work and would work better in a classroom 
with the posters.

   Other students feel differently. Anna Newland and Sophia Mueller 
say that the posters can be distracting. Newland says, “If it is helpful 
to that subject I like it; but if it is just a random thing, it distracts 
me.” Mueller, says the posters in classrooms just distract her from 
her work.

Lilly Ortmann, a Seven North 
student, says that posters in 
classrooms make the room 
“more alive.” Ortmann thinks 
they make school more 
welcoming and help create a 
better school environment. 

According to Mia Johnson, a 
seventh grader at Nipher, about 
half of the posters in classrooms 
actually have to do with the 
subject while the other half are 
just random and/or inspirational 
posters.
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   Students and teachers at Nipher shared 
their thoughts on striking against homework.

Strike! Strike! Strike! 
Thoughts on Eliminating Homework 

Lock the door. Turn off the lights. Be quiet. It is 
what students are always told, but does it 
always keep them safe? Some kids at Nipher 
don’t think so.  
   Most eighth and seventh graders who were 
asked if they feel drills prepare them answered, 
“No.” They don’t feel prepared because Nipher 
Middle School only has one school resource 
officer. Isabella Walker, eighth grader said that 
the only thing her classes do is lock the door 
and turn off the lights. Walker and Jaiden Sloan, 
seventh grader think a better way to improve is 
getting more officers. Another student said that 

Nipher would be more prepared if there were an 
officer on each floor and the school had metal 
detectors. 
   Dan McCune, Nipher Middle School resource 
officer said that he thinks that the school is 
prepared. He says that some kids don't take the 
intruder drills seriously, and some do. Sloan and 
Walker say that they take the 
intruder drills very seriously. 
   Most think if students are at 
school, they shouldn’t have to 
worry about whether or not 
someone is coming to school 
to hurt them.

Students Share Opinions on Intruder Drills

“I mean, I would strike on homework but 
it’s helping me in different places, I try to 
do homework the day it was given. 
Homework can be bad sometimes 
though.”      - Jaiden Sloan, 7th Grade

“I do not think there should be a strike on 

homework. Well, I do think students should 

practice skills on their own but I also think 

there should be a limit. Students need to 

spend time with their family. If you can do five 

questions to show that you know what you’re 

doing, why do 20? Teachers need to be 

thoughtful of what kind of work they give. 

When I was a teacher, I didn’t give 

assignments over the weekend or break 

because I had a life, too. Teachers have 

loads and loads of homework to do and take 

home.”   - Lisa Gender, Nipher Librarian 

  “In college you don’t have a lot of homework which 
is really nice. The only homework you have is to 
study for a test. They don’t give you packets/
worksheets. I do not think teachers should give 
homework over break. It's called a break for a 
reason. That means a break from a school and 
schoolwork. I think a small amount of homework is 
fine, but when teachers are just loading on 
homework just to give them something to do at 
home, I don’t think that’s good. It makes students not 
like homework which could lead to a revolt. A lot of 
students play sports and want to spend time with 
their family. So if they have a lot of homework, then 
it's just extra unneeded stress. Homework is not bad 
but it can be pointless at times if you have 100 math 
questions and a packet you already learned in 
class.”      - Daniel Witt, Nipher Teaching Assistant

By Austin Tate

Drilling Down By Kadyn Hamilton
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Screen Time: How Much is Too Much? 
By Bridget Burns 

   Students at Nipher spend hours every week on their iPads. Teachers put resources on Schoology 
instead of paper to either further complicate students’ lives or to possibly make it easier. With 
unsteady WiFi and dead iPads, how much easier is it, really? 
   According to CNN, doctors have said to limit screen time for 
adolescents so that it never replaces “healthy activities” like 
sleep, social interaction, and physical activity. However, a 
2016 Nielsen Company report revealed that the average 
American spends 10 hours and 39 minutes daily on a device 
such as a phone, tablet, computer, or TV. 
   Away from school, students could be spending hours on 
devices each day. What many do not know is that it can be 
hazardous for their health. Spending hours on a screen each 
day is bad for the health of one’s brain, thinning parts of the 
brain that help people see and live longer. Is this really what we want for our future? 

 

Section B  6 Trends & Opinions

75% of students 
interviewed thought 

that they didn’t use 
their iPads enough.

   There have been many questions why middle school students have number grades instead of 
letter grades. Some think that having number grades is better because they are standard based 
grading, but others think differently.   

   Christy White, 7th grade ELA teacher said she prefers number grades because they are 
standard and it tells students where they are in the grading. It also tells students where they are on 
a scale of learning or what they need to improve on. Kelly Dickinson, NIpher Assistant Principal 
said, “The reason we have number grades, which is called standard based grading, is because it 
is more accurate. Say, if you got a letter grade, let’s say a C, it doesn’t tell you anything. It only 
tells you that you got a 75%. If you got a 3, you are meeting expectations and you know what 
you’re doing right and wrong.” Jenny McPheeters, math teacher, said she preferred number 
grades because it tells students every little detail and it’s nice to know what they’re doing and if 
they’ve mastered the skill.

Number Grades the Norm at Nipher 
By: Tory Warren

A
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Nipher vs North
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How Did This Start?


   Nipher vs North Kirkwood hosts four sports 
games against each other every year. The 
rivalry games started with basketball games 
more than 20 years ago. From there, Dr. Dana 
Liberton and Dr. Laura Havener, both assistant 
principals at the time, decided to add soccer 
and volleyball. So they could also be played in 
a Nipher vs North Kirkwood game. Track, on 
the other hand, hasn’t been very consistent. 
But for the past two years, they have competed 
both times, and both schools would like to 
keep it going, Kelly Dickinson, Nipher Assistant 
Principal said, “The purpose for the game is to 
have the eighth graders play together and 
against each other for fun and to prepare for 
their high school sports.”

Player’s Take


   “It was fun, and I would love to do it 
again next year,” said Anna Newland, 
a Nipher seventh grader who was on 
the girls soccer team last year. 
Coached by Jonathan Magruder and 
Patricia Goeke, the team had one 
practice before their game against 
North. In this game, sixth, seventh, 
and eighth graders played together. 
Nipher won 4-0 with a goal from 
Morgan Barthelmass, the first sixth 
grader to ever score against North.


Coach’s Take


   Kerry Schendel, this year’s girls volleyball 
team coach and Nipher social studies 
teacher, has coached basketball, volleyball, 
and track. The volleyball team had practice 
every Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday 
leading up to the game. They reviewed  
skills, strategies, and then practiced. On 
December 7, Nipher took down North, with 
the experienced coaching of Schendel. The 
Nipher boys team, coached by Craig 
Bodenschatz, lost by two points in a hard 
fought volleyball match.  However, the 
purpose of the game isn’t all about the 
outcome. “These games are meant to bring 
our middle school teams together before all 
of our eighth graders head off to KHS to 
become KHS Pioneers,” says Schendel.

   Rivalry goes beyond 
Webster Groves and 
Kirkwood High 
Schools.  Middle 
schools in Kirkwood 
also go head-to-head, 
competing for 
bragging rights in 
volleyball, basketball, 
soccer, and track. 
These events go down 
between Nipher and 
North Kirkwood Middle 
School students 
throughout the year. 

By Nico Bean 
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Behind the Scenes with the People who Work Behind the Scenes 

By Rachel Walkenhorst  
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   Ken Wolfe, Seven South ELA 

teacher, has been involved with the 

lights for 10 years. At his old school, he 

was active in the dramatic productions. 

When he came to Nipher, he was 

impressed with Anich. He asked if he 

could be of any assistance and became 

involved with the lights. Wolfe’s crew 

consists of four to five people, and he 

says he doesn’t need anymore than 

that because there isn’t a lot of room in 

the lighting booth. 

“Into the Woods” is scheduled to play March 7 at 7:00 pm.

   Imagine a musical without lights, a set, or props, just the actors walking around and singing 
on a dark deserted stage. Pretty boring, right? It turns out that stage crew is more important 
than one might think, so let’s get behind the scenes with the people who work on the musical. 

RENEGADES  
By Marissa Meyer 

The Renegades are 
human, but with 
extraordinary abilities. 
They came from the 
ruins of a crumbled 
society and established 
peace and order where 
chaos reigned. As 
champions of justice, 
they remain a symbol of 
hope and courage to 
everyone except for the 
villains they overthrew.                     
- Google Books

THE LINES WE 
CROSS 
By Abdel-Fattah 

Michael likes to hang 
out with his friends and 
play with the latest 
graphic design 
software. His parents 
drag him to rallies held 
by their anti-immigrant 
group, which rails 
against the tide of 
refugees flooding the 
country. It all makes 
sense to Michael. 

- Google Books

AMERICAN GIRLS 
By Alison Umminger  

Anna is a fifteen-year-
old girl slipping 
toward adulthood, 
and she's had it with 
her life at home. Anna 
"borrows" her 
stepmom's credit 
card and runs away 
to Los Angeles, 
where her half-sister 
takes her in. But LA 
isn't quite the 
amazing escape Anna 
had hoped for. - 
Google Books

    Christopher Anich, drama teacher, has been 

doing the props at Nipher for 13 years. His 

crew varies depending on what the musical or 

play is. Sometimes he needs just two or three 

people, while other times he says that he needs 

five or six. He did props in college and has 

made props for other productions outside of 

Nipher. Anich says that the hardest musical to 

do props for was “Music Man” because he had 

to find some antique things which was hard.

   Scott Warren, Six West social studies teacher, has been working on the sets for six 
years. His dad owned a construction company, so he has some background with 
construction. He says that creating the sets is like an outlet for his creativity and that 
he enjoys working with the kids who help out.  Warren’s crew is made up of boys 
and girls from every grade and some volunteers who have helped out for multiple 
years. They meet up on the weekends because they can’t have wet sets while the 
cast is rehearsing.

NEW BOOKS IN THE LIBRARY by Margaret Stewart
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What Is Sixth Grade G.O.?
By Abby Shepard 

What do sixth 
graders do? 

   The program is at a park 
every year in the beginning 
of the school year. The park 
is big enough to do biking, 
tree climbing, archery, and 
other activities to build 
friendships and to get 
outdoors. There are many 
people at the park to help 
kids learn how to do each 
activity along with teachers.

   Sixth graders every year at 
Nipher Middle School 
participate in a program led 
by the counseling department 
to G.O. - Get Outdoors. The 
students do multiple outdoor 
activities to not only 
experience them but to also 
build friendships.

   Is There Learning Involved? 
   Sixth graders Polly Quain and Reese Stertzbach said, 
“You learn things like teamwork, but not necessarily 
classroom learning.” Sixth Grade: Get Outdoors is an 
opportunity for kids to get out of the school, meet new 
people and learn to work with the people in their grade. 
Some kids go into sixth grade not knowing anyone, and 
going to Sixth Grade: Get Outdoors helps kids make new 
friends within the grade.

LOCKER 
JAMS

By Josie Heefner

    Thaddaeus Woodard, eighth grader says he is usually late to 
class and his locker gets jammed about three times a week. 
Seventh grader Lauren Peters says her locker gets jammed 
sometimes. Teachers have also had a lot of students being 
tardy because of locker malfunctions. 
   Last year, many seventh grade lockers didn’t even close and 
would often not be able to open as eighth graders say. The 
school decided to get new lockers, but just in the seventh 
grade north hallway. There is still a problem, though, because 
eight and seventh graders say their lockers still get jammed a 
lot.  
   David Moore, Nipher lead custodian said that the school is 
getting new lockers in the summer but didn’t know where.
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   Every student at Nipher uses the library. In the near future, 
students will be getting a new update in the library. With help 
from money made at the Nipher Trivia night, this plan can 
happen.

CLICK ARROW TO FIND THE IDEAS FOR THE 
NIPHER LIBRARY.

Library Update

By Molly Bjorkman

   A small Nipher student poll shows that 69% would like more work space, 30% would like 
more reading space and 1% would like an even amount of both. It seems like this 1% may get 
what it wants because the designs show that there is an even mix of work space and reading 
space. There are fun seats that look good for working or reading. Lisa Gender, Nipher 
Librarian, has designed this new library. Gender has plans for it to have “more room to walk 
around,” and it “won't be as crowded.” Gender wants this to be more updated then what Nipher 
has now.

‘‘I think it will 
all turn out very 

well.’ 

Mason Heller 
(7th grade)

“I do not think 
it should be 

changed at all.”

Kevin Schmidt 
(6th grade)

‘‘I really like the feel 
of the idea.’’

Peyton Nico 
(8th grade)

    A lot of students are excited about the ideas for a needed 
update. Students have said they like the “modern look,” and 
others think it should just stay the same.


